LOGO DESIGN
The strategies behind designing a successful and memorable logo involves a process which progresses through various stages of
listening, research, development, feedback and changes. Below our process approach when designing a logo:

Design Process:
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The Brief
Research
Visual Research
Sketching
Reflection
Presentations

LOGO DESIGN
1. The Brief

The initial accumulation of information from the client is the most important step, either by a face to face interview or a questionnaire. This is where we establish the design brief.
We really need to understand our client very thoroughly before we get started. Logo Design is never just shooting in the dark. It’s just the opposite.”

2. Research

After moulding the design brief, getting to know our client’s businesses is the next crucial step in making a logo successful. Research includes general reading on the industry itself,
sometimes on its history, and on its competitors. If budgets allow, external research can be carried out.

3. Visual Research

This is research not into the clients business, but into the actual logo style. This is where we seek out a look, a style, an approach or attitude, usually to attain a period or style that
we are unfamiliar with, or to refresh ourselves with what is new or successful. Eg. Find logos of similar business’ and critique them. This is where we look for inspiration.
We look more for techniques and to ask ourself why a certain logo looks corporate, or what makes a really good health care logo: or for example why do we like this logo and
dislike that one?” Designers should do this to gain a better understanding of the industry and competition.

4. Sketching

Developing the logo design concept(s) is where creativity comes into play, this is where the designer must create the logo by using the design brief and the research conducted.
When conceptualising, we are mainly concerned with the graphic style and image of a piece, we also try to convey deep meaning or some sort of visual puzzle (such as the arrow
in the FedEx logo – look between the e and x). These types of logos have a bigger impact on the viewer and when a designer creates one, they know it straight away. It will be
unique and will add a dimension to the experience and to the whole identity.

5. Reflection

Taking breaks is as important as the physical research and the design brief. By resting, our ideas mature and develop in the back of our head. When we go back to our project, we
have renewed enthusiasm, insight and opportunity. This is also a good stage to get feedback from others.

6. Presentation

This is where we present our work to the client.

FOLDER DESIGN
A well designed presentation folder is an ongoing, visual reminder of your business, one that potential customers and clients get to keep
and refer to as needed. We always make sure we address these four areas when creating them.
1. Target a Specific Audience

Like all of your marketing materials, we want your presentation folders to appeal to a specific demographic. If your goal is to provide information to investors, we sure that your
design has more of a corporate feel; you’ll want them to feel secure and confident in the content they’re receiving. If you’re targeting potential clients and customers then we can
be a bit more casual, but we still want to capture their attention quickly while keeping the design in line with your business image. By creating specific folders to accomplish certain
tasks and other folders to fit more generic roles, we make sure that your folder is meeting its objective.

2. Relates to its Contents

We want your folder to lead into its content with anticipation from its audience. Imagine you’re opening a gift. You may have a pretty good idea of what’s inside of a present, but
you’re still eager to unwrap it and see for yourself. A presentation folder needs to be cohesive with its information. If it isn’t, you risk confusing your audience. If, for example, you
were expecting investment information upon opening a folder but received product information instead, you’d be confused and disappointed. we make sure that we are following
through on what your folder is supposed to be about. To take it a step further, your folder should lead into the information inside.

3. Solid Design

The best presentation folder designs are simple and effective – not over the top or unnecessarily complicated. we want your folder to be eye catching and convey your message in
a direct manner.

4. Touch and Feel

Durable materials are extremely important; we want to be able to stand the test of time. Using a high quality stock gives off a polished, professional image. The two main
components of the stock itself are its feel and thickness. Because a presentation folder will be touched and handled by it’s audience, we want it to be substantial and sturdy, not
just a flimsy piece of paper. The feel of the stock matters just as much. By using lifted inks, embossing, debossing, or even other paper coatings we’re making your folder that
much more unique. Being concerned about your stock also helps to reinforce your brand image. You show that you care about the way your marketing materials look and that
you’re willing to make an investment in your business.

E-MAIL NEWSLETTER
How we create an email newsletter people actually read
1. Evaluate

First we do some research. In your industry, are there successful email newsletters that people like to subscribe to? What’s in them?
Then, re-examine your business’ goals. Are they trying to increase the number of leads? Better qualify leads to speak with salespeople? Close more deals? Retain more customers?
So we gather some data then we create a plan-of-action.

2. Figure out what kind of online newsletter we want to send

One of the biggest problems with email newsletters is that they're often cluttered and unfocused because they're supporting every aspect of your business.
Email -- whether it’s a newsletter or not -- needs one common thread to hold it together.

One way to help reduce the randomness of an email newsletter is by keeping it to one very specific topic. So instead of it being about your company in general, maybe it’s
dedicated to one vertical.

3. Email subject lines

Even if your subscribers sign up for your emails, there’s no guarantee that they will open your emails once they get them in their inbox. Many marketers try increasing familiarity
with their subscribers by keeping the subject line the same each day, week, or month that they send it.
But let’s face it, those subject lines get old for subscribers -- and fast. Why? Because there’s no incentive from the subject line to click on that specific email right this instant.
For better approach we try to have a different, creative, engaging subject line for each newsletter.

4. Design

We make sure that the newsletter design is following your identity guideline using the same fonts, colors and logo, so recipients immediately know who the email is from. the
colors of your newsletter should mimic your branding, so at a glance, readers can get a feel for your branding.

POSTER DESIGN
Poster design needs to convey information at the same time must be appealing to the aesthetic tastes of your audience.
But where do we start and what do we have to bear in mind? Read on to find out how we do it...

1. Focus

Behind a good poster should be a message or idea, It must communicate something and should reach everyone.

2. Impact

We like minimalist design and simple lines. we try to convey what clients want with a few elements that make an impact and have a lasting message.
In other words, before we design a poster we make sure we have a good idea that appeal to audience through the focus.

3. Consistency and details
4. Illustration
5. Ensure all of your graphic elements flow together
6. Pay attention to formatting and size
7. Experiment with different graphic elements like colors and fonts

PRESENTATION
Wherever you present we’ll ensure you always look your best.
1. Presentation design

Our presentation experts will build a fully customized, unique and high quality presentation to accommodate your corporate event, sales pitch or investor presentation. We will
create a new template based on your brand guidelines. We will then create a storyline for your content. Once we have established the style and story we will create custom icons
and illustrations to bring your content to life. Your content and our illustrations are then incorporated into the slide deck for a final polish and animation.

2. Powerpoint templates

We design PowerPoint templates in line with your corporate branding to help you create presentations that will impress your audience and increase your credibility.
Having custom Powerpoint templates designed will help your entire team build consistent looking presentations. This way, you can rest assured that you and your colleagues have
a professional presentation every time.

3. Infographics

Whether it’s a diagram or technical drawing, infographic for Powerpoint presentations are a visual representation of your words and data. Replacing raw data with infographics will
help your audience get a faster grasp on your information and will help them retain more of what you are saying.
Our designers are trained visual thinkers. We can enhance an existing diagram for more visual consistency with the rest of your presentation. We can also convert your raw data
into intuitive visuals that enable a better understanding of your complex information.

FLYER DESIGN
Flyer design process
1. Compilation

We start out by sending you a quick questionnaire with some basic questions. We also request that you complete your company's profile which will help us better understand your
company and its market.

2. Define style

Your brochure style is defined by your target. Style includes such elements as colour, choice of imagery and the usage of logos and fonts. In the brochure design process,
elements combine to achieve an overall theme that remains responsive to established corporate identity. It is important that brochure objectives define a style than remains
consistent with brand image.

3. Ensure copywriting is accurate and effective

Successful brochure copywriting must communicate information economically and effectively. Brochure readers will often scan - rather than read - and this must be considered
when writing text. We Use headers, brief paragraphs and short sentences. Proofread carefully at all times.

3. Balance Layout
The art of a great brochure requires a skilful balance between image, colour and textual information. We use images to explain in preference
to wordy sentences. Ensure the layout is easy to read, visually appealing and communicates your message succinctly.
4. Simple and Friendly
The golden rule remains that simple is always best. A user-friendly brochure is main goal at all times.

SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNELS
Turn your social media pages and digital marketing into a beautiful place
Facebook Cover Photos

A professional looking Facebook cover photo on your timeline really makes a great impression on a visitor to your page. It is large and in charge at the top of your Facebook
timeline which lends itself to setting the tone for what your Facebook page is all about
A great looking cover photo is an absolute must for anyone who is serious about projecting a professional image on Facebook.

YouTube Channel Art Banners

We create customized "YouTube Channel Art" banners which compliments all of your additional social media or website seamlessly by utilizing your company's design elements,
look and feel.

Twitter Banners

This is another great opportunity to promote your brand's message while keeping the look and feel of your social media branding consistent. We will design your banner and
profile images by incorporating your logo, brand colors, products and company message.

LinkedIn Banners
LinkedIn offers exceptional opportunities for you to showcase your products and services. It's also an incredibly valuable resource for
professional networking and career building. Business professionals come to us for their custom designed LinkedIn Company Page banners,
Showcase banners and Profile banners.
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